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On Wider Horizons’ fourth anniversary, and as I travel with David on his final
journey, I’m feeling especially pensive and grateful. More unsure about many
things, I’ve nonetheless discovered much I’d like to share. And I know David
would, as well, if he could.
Perhaps you’ve wondered if joining our village was the right decision for you-questioning who would be there for you when you most needed help. Based on
my experiences of the past month and those of other members recently and over
the past 4 years, the answer seems pretty apparent: Our members can and will
open-heartedly step forward when needs arise.
Just one thing must happen for you to experience the support first-hand. You
have to ask which may mean being vulnerable and divulging information you’d
rather have kept to yourself. It means exchanging the self-image of someone who
is independent and can “do for others” for the self-image of someone who needs
and wants help from others. Years ago, I read about the concept of “learning in
public” in a book from The Center for Ethical Leadership. In my village context
now, it means being willing to talk with others about delicate, sensitive, private
matters so that you and everyone in your group can learn and grow.
The rewards are many (these are some of mine and David’s):
 A beautiful YouTube video of Robert Frost’s poem, “Stopping by Woods on
a Snowy Evening,” with the music accompaniment of Beethoven’s
“Moonlight Sonata”;
 An unlimited supply of cookies and cashews;
 Sentiments like these on a profusion of cards: “Please know we are walking
with you and Denise on this journey. May you find joy in knowing so many
are surrounding you in a cocoon of caring….”;
 A massage for me to help manage anxiety and sleeplessness;
 Offers too numerous to count of “anything you need”;
 A member who said I could call her in the middle of the night and she would
come right away;
 Another member who went with me to my favorite Farmer’s Market, carried
some of my bags, kept my pace exactly, and entertained me and the vendors;
 Another who brought me bed sheets—and, oh, the cars that appeared when
I needed them!
I think that says it all (and then some), dear friends!
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Around the Village this Spring

Richard Johnson, left, and Bruce Davis, on May 14, when Pod
7 and guests met to consider the case for reparations to
descendants of African American slaves. Richard, recently
retired as a professor in the UW history department, started
the evening off with a stimulating talk on slavery in American
history. Scott and Eleanor Dills hosted the potluck for 20
people.

Digging for Donna. Donna Sunkel came home from surgery
and rehab as May weather came to her gorgeous garden. A
spontaneous rolling work party, complete with sustaining
snacks, appeared on a beautiful Sunday. Top: Maggie
Pheasant and Liz Ohlson. Bottom: Denise Klein, Eleanor Dills,
Chris Morris, Beret Kischner. Not pictured: Richard and Carol
Johnson, Denise Lishner, Michael Kischner.

New happy hour venue in the heart of Pod 7 country: Denise
Klein, Deirdre Cochran, Scott Dills, Eleanor Dills, Anne
Bloomdahl, and Chris Morris enjoy a mini gathering on April
14 at Zeeks Pizza, at 19th Ave. E. and E. Mercer.
New Bridge Group bids for members. Remember the smart
kids at college who played bridge all the time and still got
good grades? Some are in Wider Horizons. Chris Morris
started a Bridge Group (with participation & support by
Sandra and Charles Wheeler). Chris is shown above with Kathi
Woods at the May 8 inaugural meeting at Chris’s home.
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Wider Horizons Garden Tour in
the Seattle Japanese Garden
by Eleanor Dills
Victoria Bestock’s love for this venerable
Seattle place shone brightly as she led eight fellow
WH members and guests on an informative tour
of the Seattle Japanese Garden on Friday the 26th.
Many thanks go to her for a memorable day.
On this mostly sunny day, Victoria held our
attention with captivating descriptions of trees,
shrubs, mosses, and flowers--that is when we
weren’t carefully planting our feet on pathways of
giant smoothly rounded stepping-stones. We
enjoyed many beautiful aspects of nature and
lovely water features including a brook, waterfall
and large pond with its own island, zigzag bridge,
koi in the water, and turtles on the rocks. The
traditional tea house beckoned for a future visit!

Victoria, Barbara Wenes, Kay Beisse, Sue Lerner, Pat Siggs,
Ann Bloomdahl, Susan Adler, Eleanor Dills, Helen Cobb Jones

Co-Cooking Comes to Wider Horizons
by Kathleen O’Connor & Scott Dills
Mussels, shrimp, chicken, and saffron in hand,
Ann Lawrence arrived with paella ingredients.
Liz Ohlson, Victoria Bestock, Denise Klein,
Nora Langan (who made a vegetarian version),
Eleanor Dills, and Kathleen O’Connor got
busy chopping and organizing at the first cocooking dinner. Luckily it was at the Dills’ wellappointed kitchen—replete with gas stove! Nora
and Ann were first-time paella chefs. Joe Garcia
joined in later.
The meal emerged from a co-cooking group idea.
Many were tired of eating the same old lentil soup
until it was gone--or all too often just eating alone.
We figured it would be fun to cook together and
share a meal with good company. So we did.

Victoria docenting, Pat Siggs looking, Susan Adler listening

We learned that though conceived much earlier,
the garden was built in 1959 and renovated in
2001-2. Plans are currently being made for its
continued maintenance.

We chopped, stirred, and laughed. Denise and
Kathleen valiantly tried to pit olives with a knife,
with limited success until Nora jumped in to show
how it could easily be done.

We took our time absorbing new information
while savoring the colors (how many shades of
green can there be!), sensational views, and of
course, chatting and catching up with one
another’s lives.
We adjourned to picnic benches just outside the
garden for lunch and enjoyed friendships, old
ones, and new ones in the making.
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The evening’s gift was the intimacy of cooking
together and being part of a community of people
who love to cook and eat. There is magic in
cooking together. Each chef has a task--or two.
Each chips in to help as needed. Each offers
suggestions and sees where something needs to be
done, and seamlessly takes care of it.
Conversations meandered like a bright spring
stream between the chopping, stirring, and
tasting.

Paella was a great
idea for our first
venture. We dug
right in and enjoyed the cooking,
the food, and delicious conversations.
After dinner we
explored ideas of how co-cooking might be done
in future. Small informal groups in someone’s
home were favored. Members could move among
groups depending on the what’s, when’s, and
where’s. Members with some dietary restrictions
or preferences might gravitate together from time
to time, if they wished, to share vegetarian, glutenfree, or vegan meals.

Sandra Wheeler & Barb Klube

The evening would not have been possible without
the generosity of space and spirit of Eleanor and
Scott Dills. We grabbed their knives, tossed food
scraps into compost bins, and tried our best to
wash all pots, pans, and dishes. Generous glasses
of wine were readily available

Often the focus is more about the theme than the
book-as-literature and members share personal
experiences related to the theme. For example,
after reading Homegoing, a powerful novel about
the slave trade in Africa and slavery in the U.S.,
which covers many generations, members shared
their own experiences of moving from another
country or culture or area of the country, and the
challenges that they faced, such as learning a new
language or making new friends.

Cooking together brings opportunities for intimate conversations while just chopping, stirring,
or slicing bread. It is the origin of breaking bread.
Of finding joy in common things. It’s the start of
more co-cooking. And another way of making our
horizons wider.

In April, the group discussed There, There, a novel
about urban Native Americans. There is no single
protagonist/hero or conventional plot, rather a
series of characters, each of whom manifests a
different aspect of the Native American
experience. Some found the non-traditional
structure off-putting; others found it moving, and
Carolyn Allen saw it as an innovative novel form
While most agreed the book was depressing, they
also found it educational and important.

The Wider Horizons Book Group
by Victoria Bestock
The Wider Horizons Book Group has been
meeting once a month since 2015 under Sandra
Wheeler’s leadership. Recent books have
included Educated, Homegoing, Lucky Boy, and
The Gatekeepers.

Beginning in May, Sandra passed the leadership
baton to Nancy Robb (below).

Book Group members (originally 4 or 5 and now
as many as a dozen) sit around a table in a small
room at the Central Area Senior Center. At the
beginning of each session, the person who chose
the “read” gives a general impression of the book,
then facilitates to make sure everyone has a
chance to speak and all views are heard.
Discussion is usually lively and rarely needs
prodding from the leader.
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Restraint: Listen without judgment, without
trying to solve the problem, without giving advice.
“Silence is your friend.”

C.P.R. When Nothing Can Be Done:
Dr. Brian Wong Addresses Wider
Horizons

“Everyone in this room is capable of conducting
such C.P.R.,” said Dr. Wong. This is not surprising
in a man who personifies the qualities needed to
do this work well. Soft-spoken, self-effacing, and
unhurried, he listened carefully to questions from
the audience and often responded with questions
of his own to elicit more information. His insights
combined broad professional experience with
personal experience.

by Michael Kischner
What matters most when somebody is facing the
end? Approximately fifty Wider Horizons members and guests gathered at the Central Area
Senior Center on April 9 to hear Brian Wong, MD,
MPH, address this question.

One story he told was about bringing his mother
to the side of his dying father and standing by
quietly with other family members as mother and
father each assured the other that they did not
have to worry: “I’ll be all right.”
WH Board Member Ann Lawrence, for whom
Dr. Wong has long been “a household god,”
commented that “it was special for me to hear him
talk so openly about his experiences with loss with
his patients and family members. It takes courage
to be so open and undefended with others.” Bob
Anderson
observed
that C.P.R. is applicable
to a range of difficult
conversations that come
up in life and work.

In his talk, “When a Cure Is Not Possible, Healing
Matters Most,” Dr. Wong stressed that you do not
have to be a physician to provide healing support
to someone nearing death. This is his conclusion
after decades as a family physician, the first
Medical Director of Hospice in Seattle, and a
researcher who has interviewed thousands of
physicians, care providers, and patients. He has
also published a book, Heroes Need Not Apply.

What matters most in
the end? Many would
say it’s having someone
like Dr. Brian Wong at
your side. And he would patiently repeat that each
of us can be that someone.

What seriously or terminally ill people most need,
Dr. Wong found, is someone they trust. The
trustworthy person needs to be a responsible,
respectful team player who is easy to approach
and interested in the patient’s opinion, listening
and learning without judgment.

“People Come in the Door and Just
Know They Belong Here”
Folio: The Seattle Athenaeum

Dr. Wong, whose work as a hospice physician
began when other doctors said, “There is nothing
more I can do,” gave his own take on “C.P.R.” for
having healing conversations in such a situation:

by Michael Kischner
Silence is not always golden, even in a library. At
my neighborhood branch, I welcome the chatter of
book-hungry children or (more!) the soothing
instructions of a librarian helping me download to
my Kindle. But what a pleasure it is to sit
surrounded by good books in a well-lighted,
comfortably furnished oasis of silence right in the
Pike Place Market!

Chocolate. . . or coffee. . . or cocktails: Create a
comfortable, relaxed situation. Include something
you know the patient enjoys.
Presence: Give your undivided attention. Ask
what’s on the person’s mind and if they want to
talk about it.
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At $125 for a basic annual membership, Folio may
be the best-priced amenity in town. Learn more at
www.folioseattle.org.

Welcome to Folio: The Seattle Athenaeum, an
independent membership library modeled on the
one Benjamin Franklin started in 1731 so that, as
Folio founder David Brewster put it, “bookworms
of modest means, like young Ben, could have
access to important books.” Thanks to our own
Folio members Joan Bergman and Bruce
Davis, a small group of Wider Horizons members
(plus WH volunteer Andrea Yount) visited Folio
in late April for an introduction and tour.

Member Profile: Katarina Kleinmann
by Michael Kischner

Executive Director Caroline Cumming told us
that Folio is one of twenty-one membership
libraries in the U.S. In addition to a carefully
curated book collection, it offers an impressive
program of book talks, panel discussions, and
chamber music. The collection, weighted to the
20th and 21st centuries, is built solely from
donations. Still, there are plenty of current books
and periodicals. Members regularly come in with
newly published books and say, “Here, you need
to have this.”

In 1967, Katerina Kleinmann escaped Sovietdominated Czechoslovakia with Peter Cipra. She
was 21, Peter 23. They went through Yugoslavia to
a spot where, with a background in competitive
track and fortified by a couple of shots of slivovitz
each, they dashed across the border to Austria.
After being detained for a week, they reached
Vienna. Both got work, Katarina managing a hotel
bar, Peter cooking at the Hofburg Palace. They got
married.

Someone asked, “Why
a private library when
we are so well served by
public ones?” Bruce
Davis offered two
good reasons: “This
library has the books I
like, and the level of
personal service is just
remarkable.” The question further answers
Joan Bergman & Kathi Woods itself as you roam
around the lovely main
reading room spotting books you’ve wanted to
read, or should read, or need to read right now.
Four or five patrons may be reading in armchairs
or working at tables. At the west end two more
may be seated next to windows overlooking Elliott
Bay. There is a baby grand piano. You believe
Caroline Cumming when she says, “People walk
through the doors and just know they belong
here.”

In May, 1968, with the sponsoring help of HIAS,
a Jewish refugee organization, they landed at
Sea-Tac. A week later, both had work at the
Olympic Hotel, Katarina in the bar, Peter in the
kitchen.
Two years later, they decided Seattle needed
another first-class restaurant. For this they
needed bank loans. When one bank manager
hesitated, Katarina invited him and his wife to
their apartment for dinner so they could taste
Peter’s cooking. They got their loan.
No doubt the food that night was superb. One
wonders whether the hostess’s charm may also
have helped shake the money loose. Katarina tells
the story with verve and humor, and it expresses
an adventurousness and determination that
seems to characterize her approach to much of
life.

Sandra Wheeler suggested another benefit of
joining Folio. When yet another party of out-oftown guests asks to visit the market, you can leave
them among the glacially moving throng, escape
to be “alone but not alone” at Folio, and meet them
an hour later at the brass pig, rested, refreshed,
and with your mind and your life a little improved.
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When the Village Came to Me

The Prague Restaurant and Gallery opened in
1970 near Pioneer Square. Katarina, who studied
art history at the University of Washington,
imported paintings by Czech artists to hang on the
walls.

by Denise Lishner

Katarina has so many other stories to tell:
•

Her father, a tailor from a poor Jewish shtetl
in Ukraine whose skills helped him and his
wife survive the war years in a Nazi work camp
and who ended up in the spa town of Karlovy
Vary (Carlsbad) catering to a clientele that
included General Ivan Konev, commander of
the Red Army during the battle of Stalingrad.

•

Her mother, a confirmed Communist, coming
to Vienna to beg Katarina to return to
Czechoslovakia.

•

•

Denise and her dear friend Laura-Mae (one of Denise's
tenants in the background)

I’ve always seen myself as an independent person,
as a child growing up with a single mother and no
siblings in Manhattan, a teenager who rode the
subways at 1:30 AM returning from folk dancing
parties in Greenwich Village, who traveled to
college in Berkeley in the 1960’s and then
hitchhiked alone across Europe. I am a house
owner and professional woman who has made all
my own life decisions.

Katarina and Peter in 1967 watching on
television and screaming with jubilation as the
Czech national hockey team beat the Soviet
team, undefeated in five world championships. This hockey rivalry would become
part of Czechoslovakia’s defiance of the
Soviets, leading to the Prague Spring of 1968,
which was followed by the Soviets’ full-scale
invasion of the country.

Then I became disabled. After living with years of
constant pain, I had a very complicated neurosurgery to fuse several vertebrae in my spine. It
would be a long and difficult recovery, three to six
months of dependence on others for almost all the
things we take for granted in our daily lives.

Katarina and Peter arriving from Vienna with
$25 in their pocket but looking like a million
dollars – the tailor’s daughter had a taste for
fine clothes--so that the HIAS representative
sent to greet them did not guess they were the
arriving refugees.

Who was going to help take care of me? And how
was I going to ask? This had been my longtime fear
as I pondered aging without grown kids to help me
out. I find it very difficult to impose on others.

The Prague had an excellent run. So did Katarina
and Peter. As they worked on their next
restaurant, Labuznik, their marriage ended. They
had accomplished a lot.

I called Denise Klein who said not to worry; she’d
get it all organized. She picked me up from the
hospital when I was weak and in severe pain and
drove me to my house in a snowstorm,
singlehandedly getting me across the slippery
path into my house. There I was met by a hired
CNA who took over my daily health care.

Katarina’s second marriage, to Frank Engels, a
refugee from Colombia whose work was in
logistics, took them all over the world. More
stories, more memories. With Frank’s untimely
death from cancer, she returned to Seattle to be
near her daughter and granddaughter.

I am fortunate to have a close circle of friends
whom my dear friend Laura-Mae called on to
bring me meals. But Denise then sent this request
to the Village. For the next 60 days people brought
warm and delicious meals, enough for lunch and
dinner. I enjoyed a wide variety of nourishing
meals from noodle kugel with sour cream to

Katarina still does property management but is
eager to retire because there is so much she wants
to do and know. She appreciates Wider Horizons
because it is full of “wonderful people to learn
from.” Spend an hour with her and you know that
she is one of those people.
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has become mentally ill with paranoid
schizophrenia. It slowly crept up on us until
suddenly her illness became too much for her, and
for us. There were 911 calls, episodes of
involuntary treatment, and now, our continuous
concern about her welfare.

homemade pumpkin soup to chicken casserole
with lemons and artichokes.
But just as important, my rotating personal chefs
visited with me, engaging in fascinating conversations and extending comfort and encouragement. I was awed by the generosity of longtime
friends and relatively new acquaintances. Sue
Lerner gave me precious assistance and support as
chauffeur-cum-advocate, taking me to postsurgical appointments and lending an invaluable
pair of ears as doctors discussed unexpected complications that arose.

My brilliant and playful daughter has
disappeared, and yet she still exists in this new
and unfamiliar form. She returns to herself when
her medications are managed whenever she is
institutionalized. Then she wants to be on a
rowing team again, interacts with our family, and
she again looks us in the eye. However, once she is
discharged, she stops taking her medication and
she fades back into her paranoid world. It’s a
perpetual game of hide and seek as we deal with
the ambiguity of our relationship with her.

This was the Village at its very best. This was the
meaning of compassion and community in action.
I want everyone in the Village to know how much
the goodness in your hearts meant to me.

Ambiguous Grief

I found some helpful advice on-line regarding
ambiguous grief. Professionals suggest that we
remember that the present doesn’t override the
past; we are reminded that the illness is not the
person. They recommend that we recognize the
pain and the grief that underlies the loss. And,
they encourage us to connect with others who can
relate to our challenges. For myself, I found it also
helpful to keep my daughter’s creative spirit alive
in my heart by continuing her work and legacy at
the Volunteer Park Conservatory, a place we both
love.

by Ann Lawrence
Recently, I read an article in the New York Times
that gave me pause and introduced me to a new
concept: ambiguous grief. The article was about
the author’s young husband who suffered a severe
head injury soon after their marriage. He
recovered over time, but never returned to his
former self. The author wonders how she can
make sense of such an emotional loss, while also
experiencing a loving relationship with the person
who continues to be her husband.
I realized my first experience with ambiguous loss
was when my sister was diagnosed with prefrontal
dementia in 2008. We spent several years prior to
her diagnosis struggling to understand what was
happening to this amazing woman who had been
an outstanding activist, writer, lawyer, mother,
and horse-lover. Once she was diagnosed, it did
help us understand her behavior and we were
better able to cope as she slipped into an everdenser fog. I can better understand the
disorientation we felt as I see it through the lens of
our unresolved and ambiguous grief. We were
losing this amazing person, but still had someone
there that we wanted and needed to care for. After
my sister did die, I had a much clearer memory of
the vibrant person she had been, rather than the
shadow we kept seeing in our daily lives.

Ann, right with one of her Guatemalan Earth Corps homestay
students

Now, I have another connection with ambiguous
grief. I have a daughter who over the past six years

I’m sure that I’m not unique in experiencing this
unsettling form of grief. Being able to name my
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grief is somehow reassuring for me, and I hope,
for others as well.

surprise diagnosis of cancer erases every small
irritant. In fact, once we have accepted the scary
news and are working on the big stuff—survival—
the other “stuff” is simply a reminder of the giveand-take of ordinary life.

Ann Lawrence has a Master’s in Human Values
Acquisition from San Francisco Theological Seminary
and a Master’s in Clinical Psychology from Antioch
University. She has been staff member with the
American Field Service and a VISTA Volunteer on
Chippewa and Navajo Reservations. Today she
continues a private practice as an Adoption Specialist
and is also a caregiver for chronically ill seniors.

Even after recovery, life is different:
“Damn, it is raining: oh, wait, that means healthy
plants, full lakes, snow in the mountains. I think I
will settle in front of the fire and into my cozy chair
with a book.”

Duck on Ice

“Darn, it is too cold to swim: but wait, I can wade
or simply walk on the beach and smell the clean
salt air while I take in the tumble of colored
stones.”

by Janet Tufts

It was winter, and in the arboretum the small pond
was almost completely frozen and the ice edged up
to the one watery corner almost invisibly. The
mallards, their colors bright in the sunlight,
seemed to be tiptoeing on the ice as they looked
for bits of food. Another mallard, flying in to join
them, and expecting water, skidded in on the ice
with a quiet screech, and then did a double
somersault. Though she was a bit surprised—and
ruffled—she picked herself up with dignity and
tiptoed over to join her companions. They greeted
her without comment, surely wanting to avoid
embarrassing her about her unorthodox arrival.

“It is fall and getting cold, but, ah, aren’t the leaves
beautiful?”
I must remain upright and insatiable.

I like to think that I too can respond to each
tumble with the same grace. That does not mean I
need to walk around always with a smile on my
face. It does mean instead that I walk lightly,
upright, in my best yoga posture, my back straight,
my head up, even when I am exhausted or in pain.
I too want to tiptoe over the slippery ice that is my
life, with dignity, to maintain my balance so I am
open to the possibilities of joy as I go. It also
means that I must bury my own complaints so that
I can sit across from a grieving friend or
acquaintance and listen compassionately to her
own pain.

Janet left, at her Dabob Bay cabin, digging clams with Gay
Hoerler and Susan Adler
Janet Tufts taught English in high school, with the
University of Maryland in Germany, and then at both
Seattle Central and Bellevue colleges. The last ten years
of her working life were at Boeing where I trained
trainers and developed courses for management and
other training departments. Chronic illness forced her to
retire at 57. Fortunately, it has not forced her to stop
writing.

I will sit at the table of life and consume everything
that comes my way, both good and bad. And
sometimes I will simply demand, “Please pass the
joy.”
Joy sustains me and when I catch myself
complaining—bad traffic, slow internet responses,
even wet weather—I have to ask myself, why don’t
I simply choose to look in a different direction? A
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A Message from Michael Kischner
This is my last issue as editor of the Wider Horizons Newsletter. While I will no longer be in charge, I hope
to remain involved in producing future issues.
I can’t thank everybody enough for the support and appreciation I have received over the past two years. As
I have said again with every issue, Denise Klein has been essential to my editorship. I have been amply
rewarded by opportunities to interact with many memorable people in our village. In trying to capture some
of the life of our Village, I have realized how very rich and admirable this life is. It has been a privilege to
write about it. Thank you.
***************************************************************************************************

IN MEMORIAM

Here is my dear David, 12.9.1938 to 5.30.2019 – how many
icons of his life can you find in the picture? One of the sweetest
people who ever lived! DK

Drawing above is by WH member Kate
Barber. Kate is also a prolific member of
Seattle Ur-ban Sketchers. Facebook
users can find her work at Kate Barber
Sketches.
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